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PRESS RELEASE
HIGH LEVEL COMPETITIONS AND EXCLUSIVE ATTRACTIONS
From December 11th to December 14th 2014, the public of the Concours Hippique
International de Genève (CHI) are assured to be witness to a spectacular show; the
Rolex Grand Slam of Show Jumping, the only step in Switzerland of the FEI Driving
World Cup and the first indoor cross-country class ever to be organised in
Switzerland, among numerous other competitions, are sure to attract many a few
to Palexpo.
This year again, the program of the CHI Geneva is outstandingly attractive. Show
jumpers will have three opportunities to show off their talent and qualify for the Rolex
Grand Prix during the Credit Suisse Grand Prix, the Coupe de Genève and the Credit
Suisse Geneva classic classes. The Grand Prix is one of the three competitions
constituting the Rolex Grand Prix of show Jumping. After Christian Ahlmann (Codex One)
in Aachen and Ian Miller (Dixson) in Calgary, who will come close to the show-jumpers
grail that is the Grand Slam? The ten finest riders of the world ranking will compete in the
14th IJRC Rolex Top 10 Final, Friday evening.
A new and unique class in Switzerland, the indoor cross-country competition will bring
together some of the greatest eventing riders of the world. The arena will be filled with
natural obstacles making up the course. It will be followed by a Driving Derby in which the
cross-country obstacles will also be used. The drivers will also have to demonstrate their
great aptitude in the Geneva arena during the only step of the FEI World Cup of Driving,
presented by the Radio Télévision Suisse.
In addition to the various classes, the attraction program is also worth the detour. The
Maison du Roy, the Swiss national stud farm from Avenches, the Republican Garde of
France and Basel’s Top Secret Drum Corps will come together to demonstrate a
balanced show of equestrian beauty and percussion maestro.
Geneva, September 16th 2014
Additional information on www.chi-geneve.ch
Look out for CHI Geneva on the social networks:
Media related inquiries and questions, please contact Corinne Druey who is at your entire disposal, +41 21
312 82 22.

